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ON THE ROTATION AND TRANSLATION OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE
MEDIUM IN PLANE MOTION*

By R. R. HUILGOL, University of Sydney

Consider the plane motion of an incompressible fluid in an inertial frame, denoted
by 7. If this motion be dynamically possible, then

div S, + pf = pa, , (1)

div V = 0 (2)
are satisfied. In (1), S, is the stress tensor, p the density, f is the body force per unit
mass, and a7 is the acceleration. In (2), V is the velocity field.

Consider the plane motion in a second frame, denoted by 77, which is obtained from
7 by a three-dimensional translation and a superposed rigid rotation a> = const, normal
to the plane of motion. If the translation is dependent on time only, but independent of
the spatial co-ordinates, then by the principle of frame indifference [1, Sec. 19], the
extra stresses in the fluid are equal in I and 77; or

S, + p,I = S„ + pu I, (3)
where p, and pn are the pressures to be determined from the equations of motion.
The equation of motion for 7/ is

div S„ + pf = pa„ , (4)

where

a„ = a, — g — b". (5)

In (5), g is the acceleration due to the centrifugal and Coriolis effects and b" is the
acceleration due to translation. Now, (4) is satisfied because in this particular motion,
g is derivable from a potential [2] and also because b" is. For b" is independent of co-
ordinates and hence

Curl,, b" = 0, (6)

and thus b" is the gradient of a scalar. The result we have obtained is stronger than the
earlier conclusions of Oldroyd and Thomas [3] and Noll [4], for these authors omitted
the translation term.

Let b" = grad <t>, where <j> is a scalar. Then it is easily seen that only the radial and
axial components of b" can exist or <j> = rbr(t) + zbt(t), where r and z are measured in
the system 77, with br(t) and bz(t) representing the radial and axial components of b"
therein. Thus [4]

Pn = Pi + p(2o)i/' -f- §o>V H- rbr + zb,) (7)

where i/< is the stream function.1

*Received July 31, 1967.
■See [4] for restrictions on the regions for the existence of a single valued potential ^.
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Since the result obtained here is applicable to solids as well [3], [4], we can state it
as the following: if a plane motion of an incompressible medium be dynamically possible
in an inertial frame of reference, the same motion is also possible in any other frame of
reference which is rotating with a constant angular velocity about an axis normal to the
plane of motion and also when this frame is subject to a time dependent, but spatially
independent, translation such that only the radial and axial components of the transla-
tional acceleration exists in the moving frame. This result is equivalent to the introduc-
tion of a conservative body force [1, Sec. 30], but does not seem to have been given this
interpretation before.

The present result has an interesting consequence for the experiment of Taylor
[5], [6]. For we have shown that this can also be performed on a platform moving vertically
up or down as the resulting forces on the cylinder vanish in such a vertical motion.
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